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Welcome to Shanghai!Upon arrival Pudong 
Airport,meet and greet by our local guide.Process 
to Fengjing Ancient Town, (own admission fee 
RMB35/pax,) Fengjing wave rolled ship(own 
entrance ticket  fee RMB50/pax,) .After go to 
Hangzhou.Visit the Hangzhou grand canal 
Hangzhou VIP boat tours the World Heritage.
After visit Hangzhou temple of accumulated all 
copper temple incense.Next to Hangzhou west 
lake xintiandi.After dinner visit west lake water 
dance show.

DAY 1  SINGAPORE / SHANGHAI  
(Dinner)   

5D4N SUPER DELUXE SHANGHAI + 
POETRY JIANGNAN                                                            

After breakfast, visit Jiangnan silk,after go 
Wuxi,Visit Wuxi Lihu park,dominated in plant 
landscape is given priority  in the spring of 
Mei,summer show,autumn charm,winter clot.Four 
seasons trees scenry garden .After to visit Wuxi 
city of three kingdoms. The ancient city of boat 
swim in taihu lake+three british Lyu show+three 
Kingdoms city electromobile own  entrance ticket 
fee RMB25/pax. After visit Wuxi violet arenaceous 
lives. After dinner visit night with eight hundred. 

DAY 2  HANGZHOU / WUXI     
(Breakfast/Lunch/Dinner)

After breakfast visit Wuxi Taihu Pearl museum,after 
go Suzhou visit Hanshan temple.Next process visit 
Suzhou shan old street.after lunch go Jiangnan 
jade,pure handmade jade. Next to JiaXin,visit 
Jiaxin moon river town.

DAY 3  WUXI / SUZHOU / JIAXIN             
(Breakfast/Lunch/Dinner) 

GOURMET INCLUSION 
Shanghai Local Dishes, 

Wuxi Sauced Ribs, Hangzhou Local Dishes
OWN EXPENSESS

Hangzhou VIP Boat Tours the World Heritage 
+ Shanghai Acrobatic Show + Night with 800 + 

Shan Old Street + Jiaxin Robot Theme Park
TOUR GUIDE TIPPING 

RMB30/pax

GV2  Tour Code: SHJN5    

After breakfast Jiaxin Robot theme park，Domestic 
first robot steel carving art as the theme of 
comprehensive park.After come back to 
Shanghai,visit Shanghai acrobatic show. Shanghai 
xintiandi shikumen,the form of the bulidings and 
the transformation-New file of Shanghai.The 
“xintidi”pattern,based on the cultural features 
of the Shi kumen community in Shanghai,has 
the model and enlightenment effect for the 
internationalization of metropolis community 
tourism.Nanjing road in Shanghai is the famous 
traditional shopping street which is rich in 
historical,cultural and commerical value. 

DAY 4  JIAXIN / SHANGHAI        
(Breakfast/Lunch/Dinner) 

After breakfast go to  city God  temple of  
Shanghai.Now it is also a place of shopping and 
tourist attraction,where many stores sell various 
goods snacks that are specialized in Shanghai.
After go to Shanghai Treasure tree don shopping 
and transfer to airport for your flight back to home.

DAY 5  SHANGHAI   
(Breakfast)


